
Вариант № 1073206Вариант № 1073206

1. 1. Задание 1 № Задание 1 № 16021602
Вы услышите 6 высказываний. Установите соответствие между высказываниями каждого говорящего

A–F и утверждениями, данными в списке 1–7. Используйте каждое утверждение, обозначенное
соответствующей цифрой, только один раз. В задании есть одно лишнее утверждение. Вы услышите
запись дважды.
 
 
1. Good books can transport you to other worlds.
2. It’s nice practice to give away books that you have already read.
3. In some cases it is not bad to watch a screen version of the book.
4. The difficult language of some writers can hide a good story.
5. A good mixture of mental stimulation is good.
6. Old novels are not worth reading.
7. Traditional reading will never stop.
 
 
 
 

Говорящий A B C D E F

Утверждение

2. 2. Задание 2 № Задание 2 № 27352735
Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений А–GА–G соответствуют

содержанию текста (1 – True)(1 – True), какие не соответствуют (2 – False)(2 – False) и о чём в тексте не сказано, то есть на
основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного ответа (3 – Not stated)(3 – Not stated). Занесите
номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа в таблицу. Вы услышите запись дважды.
 
 

A) Katie prefers Paris to Nice.
B) Katie thinks that it is good to have countryside nearby.
C) Katie thinks that it wasn’t worth seven weeks work to pay for the holiday.
D) James thinks Katie’s brother made a better choice.
E) James booked an expensive restaurant without consulting Katie.
F) James has eaten at La Cambuse before.
G) They plan to be up all night.

 
Запишите в ответ цифры, расположив их в порядке, соответствующем буквам: 

A B C D E F G
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3. 3. Задание 3 № Задание 3 № 707707
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

Why did Helen change her original name?
 

1) She wanted to break her tribe traditions.
2) People found it difficult to pronounce it.
3) She did not like its meaning.

4. 4. Задание 4 № Задание 4 № 708708
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

Which tradition, according to Helen, is still alive in Navaho lifestyle?
 

1) Horse riding.
2) Clothes.
3) Houses.

5. 5. Задание 5 № Задание 5 № 709709
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

How does Helen characterize her family?
 

1) They stick to the reservation area.
2) It tries to preserve old traditions.
3) It is unusually big for Navaho tribes.

6. 6. Задание 6 № Задание 6 № 710710
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

What is Helen’s opinion about keeping Navaho traditions?
 

1) Navaho people must assimilate into white culture.
2) Traditional lifestyle is appropriate only in reservations.
3) There should be a balance in accepting white culture.
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7. 7. Задание 7 № Задание 7 № 711711
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

What does Helen say about her knowledge of the Navaho language?
 

1) She used to be better at it.
2) She still has an excellent command of it.
3) Her speaking skills are better than her writing.

8. 8. Задание 8 № Задание 8 № 712712
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

Which of the following weekend activities does Helen NOT mention as her habit?
 

1) Watching films.
2) Taking part in traditional ceremonies.
3) Meeting peers.

9. 9. Задание 9 № Задание 9 № 713713
Вы услышите репортаж дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.

 
 

What does Helen dream of visiting?
 

1) Local places of interest.
2) American cities.
3) Countries on other continents.

10. 10. Задание 10 № Задание 10 № 821821
Установите соответствие между заголовками 1–8 и текстами A–G. Запишите свои ответы в таблицу.

Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании есть один лишний заголовок.
 
1. Controlling skies
2. Lack of safety
3. Bicycle is faster
4. Office at home
5. Blocked roads
6. Paid roads
7. Improving railways
8. Buses instead of cars
 
A.A. The world’s first public passenger railway was built in Great Britain in 1826 and ran between the industrial
north-eastern towns of Stockton and Darlington. After 180 years’ experience the British say that their trains still
don’t seem to run efficiently or even safely. On average, about 500 accidents with broken rail tracks happen in
the country every year.
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B.B. The British government is promising to give £33.5 billion to modernise the railways before 2010. Another
£30 billion is to come from the private sector. The main target is to increase safety and speed. For example, new
London-to-Scotland high-speed trains significantly reduce journey times and in 2004 a warning system was
installed throughout the country.
 
C.C. Statistics show that only 12% of all journeys made in Britain are by public transport. The remaining 88% are
made by car. Every year British people spend about two weeks travelling to and from work including nine days
in their own cars. But anyone will say this isn’t a quick and easy way to travel. In fact, a journey from London to
Manchester frequently takes seven hours. A cyclist could get there quicker.
 
D.D. Every year there are about half a million traffic jams in Britain. That is nearly 10,000 a week. There are
hundreds of big traffic jams every day. According to the forecast, the number of jams will grow by 20 per cent
over the next ten years. Nearly a quarter British people find themselves in a jam every day and 55 per cent at
least once a week.
 
E.E. Nowadays many British people take their children to school by car. Twenty years ago, nearly one in three
primary school children made their own way to school. Now only one child in nine makes their own way. During
the school year at 08:50 a. m. one car in five on the roads in any British town is taking children to school. The
solution could be special school buses widely used in the USA.
 
F.F. Many scientists hope that new technologies allowing more people to work at home may help with traffic
problems. Fewer people will work from 9 to 5 and travel to and from work during the rush hour. But only 15% of
people now want to spend more time working at home. The workplace is, for many people, a place to meet other
people and to talk to them, so they would miss it if they worked from home. 
 
G.G. In 1903, the Wright brothers made the first aeroplane flight. It only lasted 12 seconds but changed the world
forever. A century later, air travel is no longer a miracle, it is part of everyday life. One billion air passengers
now fly every year — that’s equivalent to a sixth of the world’s population. To make sure everything runs
smoothly, there are special air traffic control centres in each country which watch every aeroplane.
 

Текст A B C D E F G

Заголовок
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11. 11. Задание 11 № Задание 11 № 45154515
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A–FA–F частями предложений, обозначенными цифрами 1–71–7.

ОднаОдна  изиз  частейчастей  вв  спискесписке 1–7 —  1–7 — лишняя.лишняя.  Занесите цифры, обозначающие соответствующие части
предложений, в таблицу.
 

Santa ClausSanta Claus
 

The man we know as Santa Claus has a history all to his own. Today, he is thought of mainly as the jolly
man in red, but his story AA_______________________ the 3rd century to a monk named St. Nicholas. It is
believed that Nicholas was born sometime around 280 AD in modern-day Turkey. Much admired for his
kindness, St. Nicholas BB_______________________. It is said that he gave away all of his inherited wealth and
traveled the countryside helping the poor and sick. Over the course of many years, Nicholas’s popularity spread
and he became known as the protector of children and sailors. His feast day CC_______________________ his
death, December 6. This was traditionally considered a lucky day to make large purchases or to get married. By
the Renaissance, St. Nicholas was the most popular saint in Europe.

St. Nicholas first DD_______________________ at the end of the 18th century. The name Santa Claus
evolved from a Dutch shortened form of Sint Nikolaas. As his popularity grew, Sinter Klaas was described as
everything from a jocker with a blue three-cornered hat, red waistcoat, and yellow stockings to a man wearing a
broad-brimmed hat and a huge pair of Flemish trousers.

In the 19th centuries big stores EE_______________________ using images of the newly-popular Santa
Claus. In 1841, thousands of children visited a Philadelphia shop to see a life-size Santa Claus model. It
FF_______________________ before stores began to attract children, and their parents, with the lure of a peek at
the “real-life” Santa Claus with his famous white beard and red gown.
 
 

1. began to advertise Christmas shopping
2. became the subject of many legends
3. began dressing up unemployed men in
4. is celebrated on the anniversary of
5. was only a matter of time
6. stretches all the way back to
7. appeared in American popular culture

 
Пропуск A B C D E F

Часть предложения

12. 12. Задание 12 № Задание 12 № 38243824
According to the article, disappointing experiences could result in …

 
1) a broken heart.
2) a deserved success.
3) a lack of confidence.
4) coping with one’s fears.

How to turn failure to successHow to turn failure to success

A lot of authors speak about how true success is overcoming the fear of being unsuccessful. But that is easier
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said than done. We all face situations where we fail and it feels like everything is going wrong. That coveted job
interview that does not result in a call back, that amazing person who doesn’t reciprocate romantic interest, that
close friend who is not keen on hanging out anymore feature in all of our lives. Somewhere these experiences
chip away at one’s sense of self, slowly eroding our self-worth.

Carrie Fisher, who had immortalised Princess Leia in Star Wars, had said it beautifully, “take your broken
heart and make it into art”. That is exactly what 18-year-old Londoner Claudia did. She had received a rejection
letter from Oxford, like many other students, in response to her application for a Classics course. However, she
was not dejected by it. By the time her mother got home from work,

Claudia had cut up the letter and transformed it into a beautiful piece of art.

When her mum posted Claudia’s art on Twitter, it touched a chord among thousands and went viral in a
matter of days, having been liked and retweeted more than two hundred thousand times.

Claudia explained her motivations in such a way: “I just thought I had this letter, it’s not often that you get a
letter dedicated to you from Oxford. So, I thought it would be funny if I made it into something.” The letter is
pretty much summarised in the phrases stuck into the painting: delivering the news, apologising, wishing her
well.

She created the painting very quickly, explaining, “I suppose some of my feelings about the letter went into
the artwork. Obviously I didn’t know it would go viral as I painted it for myself — but I think the message that
it’s associated with now is that Oxbridge doesn’t determine your worth as a person, and I love that.” A lot of
people are saying Oxford should now take Claudia on an art course but

that’s not really how it works.

She is joining another premier institution — Durham university — soon, leaving behind her brief
disappointment from Oxford as she embarks on the new phase of her life. However, there are life lessons that
this young girl can teach us on how to cope with rejection.

It always feels a bit hurtful to be rejected, but when you can turn your disappointment into art, it helps you to
move on. After all, closed doors hide open ones. It’s impossible that things go well all the time. Even for those
who seem super successful, there are still low points and adverse situations they have had to tackle. But brooding
over what did not work out will only lead to missing out newer opportunities. Success and failure can truly be
understood only in retrospect. What seems like heart-breaking rejection might turn out to be the start of the best
thing ever to happen to you in another five years.

Letting go is important but what is even more important is letting go beautifully. As the proverb goes — “In
the end, only three things matter: how much you loved, how gently you lived, and how gracefully you let go of
things not meant for you”.

Failure is a part of life. You can call it whatever you want — a setback, an emotional let down, a breakup, a
loss, but part of the reason why the experience is so painful is because at some level you feel you failed. The
solution here is being open to the bigger lessons of life. After all, learning a new way to see situations can be the
very key to your next success.
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13. 13. Задание 13 № Задание 13 № 38253825
To deal with her failure, Claudia …

 
1) tried to express her feelings creatively.
2) took art therapy session online.
3) destroyed the rejection letter.
4) applied to Oxford once again.

14. 14. Задание 14 № Задание 14 № 38263826
The phrase “touched a chord” in paragraph 3 is close in meaning to …

 
1) evoked compassion.
2) agitated.
3) was reposted in media.
4) instilled hope.

15. 15. Задание 15 № Задание 15 № 38273827
In her own words, Claudia used the letter for a piece of art because she …

 
1) was overfilled with emotions.
2) believed it was a good idea.
3) wanted to remember the event.
4) thought the letter was funny.

16. 16. Задание 16 № Задание 16 № 38283828
Claudia’s work has come to mean that …

 
1) a university does not define your value.
2) Oxford and Cambridge are not for anyone.
3) when you fail always hope for the best.
4) people should love themselves as they are.

17. 17. Задание 17 № Задание 17 № 38293829
Which of the following, according to the article, is NOT the lesson Claudia’s case

can teach us?
 

1) All happens for the best.
2) Keep your face.
3) Failure is natural.
4) Love and be loved.
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18. 18. Задание 18 № Задание 18 № 38303830
What is the main idea expressed in the last paragraph?

 
1) Try to find a solution to any problem.
2) Failure is painful unless you share it with somebody.
3) There are a lot of different kinds of failures.
4) Take every disappointment as a learning experience.

19. 19. Задание 19 № Задание 19 № 10071007
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово NOT CANNOT CAN так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 

The Emperor’s SeedThe Emperor’s Seed
 

Once there lived an old emperor who had no children. He ______ choose his successor for a long time.

20. 20. Задание 20 № Задание 20 № 10081008
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово GROWGROW так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 

Then he called all the young people in the kingdom together and said, «I’ll give each one of you a seed
today. I want you to go home, plant it, water it and come back here one year from today with what you have
grown from this one seed.» A boy named Ling also got a seed. He came home and told his mother that he ______
the best plant.

21. 21. Задание 21 № Задание 21 № 10091009
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово HEHE так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 

She helped ______ plant the seed. Every day he watered it but nothing grew.

22. 22. Задание 22 № Задание 22 № 10101010
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово BADBAD так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 

A year passed and Ling took his empty pot to the palace while all the rest brought some beautiful plants. The
emperor said, «Lying is the ______ thing in the world. I gave you all spoilt seeds. Nothing grows from spoilt
seeds.» So Ling became the new emperor.
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23. 23. Задание 23 № Задание 23 № 10111011
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово NAMENAME так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 
 

Roald DahlRoald Dahl
 

Roald Dahl, a famous British writer, was Norwegian by birth. Dahl ______ after the Polar explorer Roald
Amundsen, a national hero in Norway at the time. During the Second World War Dahl served in the Royal Air
Force as a fighter pilot.

24. 24. Задание 24 № Задание 24 № 10121012
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово CHILDCHILD так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 

Dahl became well-known in 1940s with works for both ______ and adults.

25. 25. Задание 25 № Задание 25 № 10131013
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово PUBLISHPUBLISH так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало

содержанию текста.
 

One of his highly popular tales was ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’. Since 1945 his books ______ in
almost 50 languages.

26. 26. Задание 26 № Задание 26 № 324324
Образуйте от слова DARKDARK однокоренное слово так, чтобы оно грамматически и лексически

соответствовало содержанию текста.
 
 

The Least Successful ExplorerThe Least Successful Explorer
 

Thomas Nuttall spent many years studying the plants and trees in north-west America. He was different from
most other explorers because he was almost always lost.

One night he did not come back and a group went out to search for him. When Nuttall heard them in the
______ , he was frightened.

27. 27. Задание 27 № Задание 27 № 325325
Образуйте от слова POSSIBLEPOSSIBLE однокоренное слово так, чтобы оно грамматически и лексически

соответствовало содержанию текста.
 

You may think it was ______ , but he believed that they were Indians and tried to escape.
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28. 28. Задание 28 № Задание 28 № 326326
Образуйте от слова SERVESERVE однокоренное слово так, чтобы оно грамматически и лексически

соответствовало содержанию текста.
 

Getting more and more angry, Nuttall’s ______ chased him for three days through the forest and across
rivers until he accidentally arrived back at their tents.

29. 29. Задание 29 № Задание 29 № 327327
Образуйте от слова SCIENCESCIENCE однокоренное слово так, чтобы оно грамматически и лексически

соответствовало содержанию текста.
 

Another day the ______ was lost again. He was walking for many hours, he felt very tired, so he lay down to
rest.

30. 30. Задание 30 № Задание 30 № 328328
Образуйте от слова POWERPOWER однокоренное слово так, чтобы оно грамматически и лексически

соответствовало содержанию текста.
 

An Indian found him lying there.
Nuttall did not look dangerous. In fact, he looked quite helpless. The Indian felt sorry for him and decided

not to kill him. Instead, the strong-built, ______ man picked the explorer up and carried him three miles to the
river.

31. 31. Задание 31 № Задание 31 № 329329
Образуйте от слова SAFESAFE однокоренное слово так, чтобы оно грамматически и лексически

соответствовало содержанию текста.
 

The least successful explorer was ______ brought back to his camp in a boat.
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32. 32. Задание 32 № Задание 32 № 169169
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) brought up
2) grew up
3) went up
4) got up

New York City:New York City:

Nostalgia for the Old NeighbourhoodNostalgia for the Old Neighbourhood

Life is made up of little things: some unimportant memories from childhood that, in fact, shaped your
character. I 32 ______ on Third Avenue in midtown Manhattan during the 1950s-60s where family life was
centred around old 33 ______ of flats and small stores. Third Avenue was my old neighbourhood and it had
character. It was 34 ______ with working families of Italian, German and Irish origin. We shopped together with
all those people and their kids played together. Third Avenue influenced the way our family lived. I absorbed the
street life. It gave me an 35 ______ that I could not have received in any other place. To me, it was home.

 

In a recent walk around Third Avenue my eyes 36 ______ signs of the old neighbourhood but couldn’t find
any. If I hadn’t been born here and someone described the area, it would be 37 ______ to believe. It wasn’t
because a few buildings had changed — everything had changed. The transformation began in the late 1950s and
60s when corporations replaced the old neighbourhood. In the early 1960s, the houses were pulled down.
Families were forced to 38 ______ , the small stores went out of business and the old neighbourhood was
changed forever. And now there is a lack of character in the transformed neighbourhood.

33. 33. Задание 33 № Задание 33 № 170170
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) blocks
2) houses
3) groups
4) sets

34. 34. Задание 34 № Задание 34 № 171171
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) covered
2) held
3) loaded
4) filled
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35. 35. Задание 35 № Задание 35 № 172172
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) knowledge
2) information
3) education
4) training

36. 36. Задание 36 № Задание 36 № 173173
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) looked after
2) looked for
3) looked through
4) looked at

37. 37. Задание 37 № Задание 37 № 174174
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) hard
2) rough
3) strange
4) heavy

38. 38. Задание 38 № Задание 38 № 175175
Вставьте пропущенное слово:

 
1) stay out
2) take out
3) move out
4) go out
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39. 39. Задание 39 № Задание 39 № 32133213
You have received a letter from your English-speaking pen-friend Nancy who writes:

 
… I hope you liked my New Year card. Where and how did you celebrate New year this time? What was the
weather like? What’s your secret wish or at least hopes and expectations for the coming year?

I’ve redecorated my room and it looks much nicer now …
 

Write a letter to Nancy.
In your letter
- answer her questions
- ask 3 questions3 questions  about the way her room looks now

 
Write 100–140 words.100–140 words.
Remember the rules of letter writing.

40. 40. Задание 40 № Задание 40 № 39803980
Выберите только ОДНО из двух предложенных высказываний и выразите своё мнение по

предложенной проблеме согласно данному плану.
 

Comment on one of the following statements.
 

1. Science is the first thing to be financed in the modern world.
2. An early choice of a career path is the key to success.

 
What is your opinion? Do you agree with this statement? Write 200–250 words. Use the following plan:
− make an introduction (state the problem)
− express your personal opinion and give 2–3 reasons for your opinion
− express an opposing opinion and give 1–2 reasons for this opposing opinion
− explain why you don’t agree with the opposing opinion
− make a conclusion restating your position

41. 41. Задание 41 № Задание 41 № 39813981
Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. You have found some interesting material for the

presentation and you want to read this text to your friend. You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be
ready to read it out aloud. You will not have more than 1.5 minutes to read it.
 

When you hear the word “panda”, Kung Fu Panda is the first thing that comes to your mind. Pandas are an
extremely popular animal. They look nice. Even small children recognize a panda when they see it. Still, most
present-day toddlers know about pandas from movies and not books. Pandas are also called “panda bears”. The
general life span of a panda is 20 years if they are wild. It can be up to 25 years if they are captive and
protected. There is an interesting thing about the eye patch of the panda. When a panda is a cub, it is circular in
shape. Along its life journey it changes to the shape of a teardrop. Pandas are only found in China. For quite a
while now, Chinese people have used panda as a symbol of peace. In ancient times, a white flag with a picture
of panda was raised in order to declare peace during wars.
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42. 42. Задание 42 № Задание 42 № 27922792
Study the advertisement.

 

 
You are considering visiting the restaurant and you'd like to get more information. In 1.5 minutes you are to

ask five direct questions to find out the following:
1) location of the restaurant
2) free Wi-Fi access
3) special dishes
4) if you can reserve a table
5) if they have Russian speaking staff
You have 20 seconds to ask each question.
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43. 43. Задание 43 № Задание 43 № 28242824
These are photos from your photo album. Choose one photo to describe to your friend.

 

 
You will have to start speaking in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes (12–15 sentences).

In your talk remember to speak about:
 

• where and when the photo was taken
• what/who is in the photo
• what is happening
• why you keep the photo in your album
• why you decided to show the picture to your friend

 
You have to talk continuously, starting with: "I’ve chosen photo number … ".
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44. 44. Задание 44 № Задание 44 № 32183218
Study the two photographs. In 1.5 minutes be ready to compare and contrast the photographs:
• give a brief description of the photos (action, location)
• say what the pictures have in common
• say in what way the pictures are different
• say which of the activities presented in the pictures you’d prefer
• explain why
You will speak for not more than 2 minutes (12–15 sentences). You have to talk continuously.
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